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NMR imaging and one- and two-dimensional self-diffusion
propagator measurements of the liquid phase in salt water ice are
presented. The properties of the network of brine-filled pores are
found to depend on the growth conditions of the ice. Two types of
samples are compared: (a) shock-frozen ice produced in the probe
in situ and (b) ice grown over several hours under controlled
conditions. By shock-freezing, an ice structure could be produced
which featured streak-like porous channels of diameters of up to
300 mm allowing almost unrestricted self-diffusion along one pref-
rential axis but reduced diffusivities in the remaining directions.
n ice grown under controlled conditions, the pore sizes are near
he resolution limit of the imaging experiment of typically 50 mm.
or this type of samples, strongly non-Gaussian self-diffusion
ropagators are obtained, indicating restricted self-diffusion on
ms scales of 30 mm. Common to all samples was the observation

of highly anisotropic self-diffusion. One- and two-dimensional
propagators are compared in order to estimate the degree of
anisotropy and the size of the restrictions. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: sea water; ice; porous media; restricted diffusion;
propagator.

INTRODUCTION

Sea ice covers up to 5% of the Earth’s surface area
understanding its exceptional importance for the regulatio
the earth’s climate is intimately linked to a detailed knowle
of its thermal, optical, and mechanical properties. At the s
time, sea ice plays a dominant role in the transport of con
inants throughout the polar oceans and their exchange wi
water. The rich reserves of crude oil found in the Arctic s
and coastal regions constitute the quantitatively largest po
of contaminants. Anthropogenous sources such as oil ex
tation and, more recently, the opening of the Northern
Route for commercial transport represent a severe threat
marine ecosystem and already account for a total contam
volume exceeding the natural influx by far (1). The problem o
oil in sea ice has been addressed in a number of review a
(2–5).

The ingress of oil into ice is mainly determined by
structure of the porous network which is generated by a pro
of recrystallization and phase separation into pockets of
centrated brine surrounded by freshwater ice (6). This network
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also serves as an environment for wintering algae and h
organisms (7) which are vulnerable to oil and other conta
nants such as heavy metals. Understanding the properties
pore space thus is a prerequisite for modeling the tran
behavior of these contaminants.

In sea water, freezing of the aqueous phase begins a
proximately22°C while a separation between freshwater
and brine occurs as the temperature decreases, leading
increasing salinity in brine-filled pores (6). Because sodiu
chloride constitutes the largest fraction of the salts prese
sea water, a 3% w/w aqueous solution of sodium chlo
represents a reasonable approximation of the natural c
tions. In this system, the concentrated brine eventually fre
at the temperature of the eutecticum,221.2°C at 23% w/w sa
concentration. In the intermediate temperature range, the
erties of the porous network depend strongly not only on
temperature but also on the growth and storage history o
ice. To our knowledge, NMR images of the brine distribu
in salt water ice were reported only twice in the litera
(8, 9). In Ref. (8), columnar ice was prepared from an aque
solution of a salt mixture very similar to the salt distribution
sea water, and an in-plane resolution of 500mm was achieved
Channels with diameters of up to 2 mm were found. M
recently, the distribution of crude oil contaminating sea ice
shown by images obtained with a clinical imaging system (10).

In the present work, the dependence of the pore structu
growth conditions is investigated by comparing ice sam
prepared from identical 3% NaCl solutions but grown un
different conditions. Conventional NMR imaging is emplo
to reveal pore structures on scales down to 50–100mm. Below
this resolution limit, complementary information is obtained
pulsed field gradient techniques which probe the dispe
properties of the liquid phase. From these measurement
propagator, or probability density of displacements, aver
over a slice of the sample, is obtained (11). Propagators dete

ined by applying pulsed gradients in different directions
ne possibility for comparing the dispersion processes a
ifferent axes in the sample (12–14). Results for the directio
arallel and perpendicular to the growth axis are discusse
tepping gradients along two orthogonal directions sim
eously but independently from each other, two-dimens
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377NMR CHARACTERIZATION OF SALT WATER ICE
propagators can be obtained, revealing possible correla
between displacements along different axes (15–17). More-

ver, the shapes of the propagators contain information a
he nature and the size of geometrical restrictions (18–20). A
entative interpretation is given which helps to conduct fu
nvestigations of single- and multiphase fluid transport in
cial salt water ice and sea ice.

EXPERIMENTAL

The measurements were performed on a horizontal
20-cm bore magnet equipped with a Bruker DMX-300 s
trometer. Sample tubes of 15 mm ID and 100 mm length
placed horizontally in a 25-mm resonator and held at con
temperature (215°C) in a stream of nitrogen gas along the l
axis of the sample. For the first series of experiments, the
were filled with 3% w/w aqueous NaCl solution and coolein
situ from room temperature to ca.240°C over a time of abo
1 h. These shock-frozen samples (Ice A) were then heat
the desired temperature and measured shortly afterward
second sample type was prepared in a cylindrical contain
15 mm ID and 40 mm height and was placed in a con
temperature gradient where the upper end was kept at220°C

nd the lower end at22°C. The ice was grown by this meth
ver a period of 6 h and subsequently stored at280°C to
revent recrystallization until the beginning of the experim
or this second sample type (Ice B), the growth axis of th
rystals, equivalent to the direction of both gravity and t
erature gradient, was oriented along the axis of the cyl

FIG. 1. Spin-density image of a sample of type Ice A. Acquisition para
intensity corresponds to brine concentration in the selected slice. (a) C
(b) Longitudinal section; resolution 2303 230 mm.
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nd corresponded to the directionz of the B0 field of the
spectrometer. For comparison, a third set of ice samples
prepared in the freezing compartment of a refrigerato
215°C and stored at this temperature for days to weeks b
the measurements were performed (Ice C). All experim
were repeated on at least two to three different samples an
behavior was found to match qualitatively for a given sam
type, proving the reproducibility of the preparation proced

Two-dimensional images were obtained using a con
tional spin-echo sequence with echo times of 7 ms and
thicknesses between 1.0 and 2.7 mm. The one-dimens
propagators were measured using a stimulated-echo seq
(21) with pulsed field gradient lengthsd of 1.5 or 2.5 ms an
an encoding timeD 5 2.0 s between the centers of the grad

ulses. Measurements were performed with the gradients
equently oriented in three orthogonal directionsx, y, andz.
wo-dimensional propagators were obtained by simultan
pplication of gradient pulses along axes parallel and pe
icular to the crystal growth axis. The gradients were va
etween2qmax andqmax in 129 steps (1D) and 333 33 step

(2D), respectively, whereqmax represents the maximum appl
gradient strength.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Imaging

In Fig. 1 we present proton spin-density images of sh
frozen 3% w/w NaCl aqueous solution (Ice A). The ima

ters: slice thickness: 2.7 mm, echo time: 7 ms, number of accumulations
s-sectional image. The sample diameter is 15 mm; the resolution is 103 100 mm.
me
ros
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378 MENZEL ET AL.
were obtained with 32 accumulations at a slice thickness o
mm each. In Fig. 1a, a cross section in thex, y plane is shown

hile Fig. 1b represents the central slice of thex, z plane. The
esolution is 2563 256 points corresponding to a pixel size
00 mm for the x/y image and 230mm for the x/z image

respectively.
Due to the extremely shortT2 of protons in water ice, th

signal corresponds entirely to the aqueous NaCl solution i
liquid state. At the temperature of215°C, where the imag

as taken, the total signal amplitude has decreased to ro
0% of its value above the melting point, in good agreem
ith values found in the literature for sea ice (6, 22, 23).
The images in Figs. 1a and 1b clearly show a conne

etwork of pores of up to 300mm diameter and 8 mm
length. The sample was cooled by nitrogen gas flow from
front end (left in Fig. 1b). The dominating structural feature
the spin-density images, however, are oriented parallel t
gravity axis. By acquiring a series of images during the coo
process it became obvious that freezing occurred first at th
of the sample. This growth process is reflected by the d
bution of the majority of large channels.

In Fig. 2, the spin-density distribution is shown for anx/y
slice in a sample grown in a controlled temperature gradie
described above (Ice B). The image was obtained using
accumulations and a slice thickness of 1.46 mm. The reso
is 10243 512 points, corresponding to 25mm in thex (read)
direction and 50mm in y (phase) direction. Contrary to t
ample presented in Fig. 1, no large features are observed
rom an increased signal intensity in the core and at the ed

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional spin-density image of a sample of type Ic
Acquisition parameters: slice thickness: 1.46 mm, echo time: 7 ms, num
accumulations: 8. Signal intensity corresponds to brine concentration
selected slice. The sample diameter is 15 mm; the resolution is 253 50 mm.
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the ice cylinder, the latter probably being a consequenc
melting during the process of sample change into the N
glass cylinder and subsequent recrystallization. An interm
ate behavior was found for images taken under similar co
tions of samples of type Ice C, with weakly pronounced p
structures of up to 200mm diameter and 2 mm in length (da
not shown).

Self-diffusion Measurements

While large pores can be imaged directly by NMR, sm
structures below the resolution limit are also expected to
in ice (24). They can be investigated in an indirect way

llowing the liquid water to probe the topology of the p
pace by its self-diffusion. Monitoring the signal inten
ollowing a PGSTE pulse sequence (21) as a function of th
ave vector,q, where q 5 (2p)21gdG and d and G are

duration and strength of the identical gradient pulses, re
tively, directly gives the propagator (11), PD(R), by subsequen
Fourier transformation with respect toq:

SD~q! 5 E PD~R! exp$i2pq z R~D!%dR, [1]

herePD(R) 5 P(r 0) P(r , D; r 0)dr 0. P(r 0) is the probability
density for starting positions, whileP(r , D; r 0) is the condi-
ional probability for displacements fromr 0 to r in timeD. The
propagator thus averages over all starting positions o
particles. Because the dispersion of fluid molecules c
sponds to a mapping of the porous network, the method
been described asq-space imaging (19), providing statistica
rather than direct topological information.

PD is given by a Gaussian in the case of unrestricted
diffusion. This is always the case when the rms displacem
are much smaller than the pore dimensions, correspond
the limit of short times:

lim
D30

PD~X, Y, Z! 5 lim
D30

P
j51, 3

PD~j j!

5 lim
D30

~4pDD0!
23/ 2 P

j51, 3

expF2
j j

2

4D0D
G ,

[2]

whereD 0 is the bulk self-diffusion coefficient, andj j 5 X, Y,
Z for j 5 1, 2, 3. All possible projections ofPD(X, Y, Z) are
identical Gaussians. For longer times, when the particle
nonnegligible probability to “see” a wall, the shape of
propagator deviates from a Gaussian (20). Moreover, macro
scopic anisotropies in the pore space lead to a diffusivity w
depends on the direction of the applied gradient, so th
generalDx Þ Dy Þ Dz.

In Fig. 3, the shapes of the one-dimensional propagato
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379NMR CHARACTERIZATION OF SALT WATER ICE
compared for both types of ice samples. The measurem
were performed immediately following the acquisition of
images shown in Figs. 1 and 2, so that the ice morpholo
directly comparable.

Propagators in two directions for Ice A are shown in Fig.
Solid lines represent fits to the experimental data corresp
ing to a Gaussian propagator of identical second moment
deviation of the general shape of the measured propag
from a Gaussian is minor. For comparison, the propagato
saturated NaCl solution at the same temperature is given b
dotted line; this experiment was performed in a tube conta
glass wool to prevent convective motions. The spreadin
particles in the pore space clearly is smaller than for
diffusion, indicating the influence of geometrical restrictio

This difference in the spread is more pronounced in the
of Ice B (Fig. 3b). A strong anisotropy is observed betw
diffusion parallel (Z) and perpendicular (X, Y) to the growth
axis. Moreover, the deviation of the propagator shape fro
Gaussian becomes obvious from a comparison with the
curves. To demonstrate the anisotropy of the self-diffu
process, a two-dimensional propagator was obtained und

FIG. 3. Average propagators,PD, for self-diffusion in ice at a diffusio
time of D 5 2.0 s. Solid and dashed lines represent fits of a Gaussian
experimental data; the dotted line corresponds to the measurements pe
on a saturated NaCl solution at the same temperature. Directions of dis
ments as indicated. (a) Ice A; (b) Ice B.
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same conditions as the measurements presented above (16). In
Fig. 4, the ellipsoidal shape of the displacement probab
density is clearly seen. A correlation analysis performed on
experiment (see, for example, (16)) renders a small but sign
icant positive correlation coefficientrX2 ,Z2 5 0.08 6 0.03,
indicating that particles with largêZ2& tend to possess lar
^X2& as well.

Unless very long times are regarded where the mole
sample a space containing a representative distribution
pore sizes, the effective self-diffusion coefficients will rem
a function of time,D. The dispersion of fluid particles is th
best described by the second moment of the displaceme

^j j
2~D!& 5 E PD~j j!j j

2dj j. [3]

The effective self-diffusion coefficient is defined by the tim
derivative of the second moment, for example,

Dx 5
d^~X 2 ^X&! 2&

dD
. [4]

Rather than determining it directly from an integral over
propagator, the effective self-diffusion coefficient can als
obtained from the low-q behavior of the signal functionS(q) in
the narrow gradient (d ! D) approximation (25):

D~D! < 2~4p 2D! 21 lim
q30

 lnuED~q!u
q2 , [5]

whereED(q) 5 SD(q)/SD(0) is the normalized echo intensi
In Fig. 5, the diffusional decay curves are compared fo

propagators presented in Fig. 3. In a semi-logarithmic pl

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional propagator,PD(X, Z), for self-diffusion in Ice
. Contour lines represent probability densities in 10% intervals with
aximum value being normalized to unity.
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380 MENZEL ET AL.
ED(q) as a function of 4p 2q2(D 2 d/3), a straight line
represents undisturbed self-diffusion. This is approxima
observed in the case of Ice A (Fig. 5a), where the dec
exponential over more than one order of magnitude. How
as is indicated by the decay curve obtained for the liquid N
solution (corresponding toD 0 5 7.0 3 10210 m2 s21), self-
diffusion is slowed down compared to the bulk liquid,
measured diffusion coefficients beingDx 5 0.90D 0, Dy 5
0.35D 0, andDz 5 0.57D 0, respectively, while the predom-
nant direction of ice growth is along thex axis.

For Ice B, the nonexponential nature of the diffusional de
becomes much more pronounced (Fig. 5b), a result whi
expected when a significant number of pores is found
sizes below the resolution limit of the imaging experiments
the other hand, if the largest pores would have diameters
smaller than the rms displacement, an averaged but re
self-diffusion coefficient and a Gaussian propagator are
pected. From the values fitted to the experimental data (Dx 5
0.23D 0, Dy 5 0.17D 0, andDz 5 0.40D 0, with the growth
direction now being parallel to thez axis), rms displacemen

FIG. 5. Diffusional decay curves corresponding to the propagators o
. The solid lines represent experimental data for a saturated NaCl so
hich are extrapolated by the dashed line. (a) Ice A; (b) Ice B.
ly
is
r,
l

y
is
h
n
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ed
x-

between 20 and 35mm are obtained. The presence of pore
this size in Ice B is therefore necessitated by the shape o
diffusional decay curve. Similar results, but with a less
nounced flattening of the decay curve, were also obtaine
samples of Ice C.

The observations made for artificial ice can be compare
the situation in naturally grown Antarctic sea ice where d
sion was found to be anisotropic and restricted on sim
length scales (26). Although indications for an enhanced d
fusion process, which was also discussed in (26), were found in
ome experiments on larger pore samples of Ice A, pos
ontributions of a suggested convection mechanism mu
nvestigated in more detail.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have attempted to combine method
k-space andq-space imaging to investigate the structure of
pore network in salt water ice. Conventional imaging is s
cient to analyze orientation and size of large pores which
produced by either fast freezing processes or by contin
melting and recrystallization as observed in the Arctic
Antarctic environment. Small pores, however, have the e
to restrict diffusion, and their anisotropic growth patt
clearly shows up when diffusion propagators are obtaine
different spatial directions. Restrictions and anisotropies in
diffusional behavior were found to be most obvious in sam
of ice grown slowly under controlled conditions, but w
observed in all samples under investigation. Describing
connectivity of the porous network is a first step to underst
ing how contaminants such as crude oil enter the pore s
and affect life forms present in natural sea ice. To obta
better match with the real situation, applications of the
scribed methods to sea ice and to laboratory-grown ice
different concentrations of contaminants are currently b
performed, and a more sophisticated data inversion shall o
a measure for pore size distributions and pore space co
tivities. In combination with mobile spectrometer equipm
(27), applyingk-space andq-space imaging bears the poten
of providing a noninvasive tool for monitoring the seaso
changes of ice structure in polar environments.
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